
   Least Studio was founded by two architects. We brought

our familiarities from everyday working routines into

common stationeries and lifestyle products. Our products

respond to architectural senses in a practical direction to

widen the constraints of standard uses.

   The concern of durability, protection, multi-purpose

and simplicity are merged in an aesthetic approach yet

sustainably environmental.

   Leatherette products are our chosen alternative. we aim

to invent new materials that pursue special properties

inspired by architectural lifestyle without animal and

environment cruel.

   Least’s products are designed to excuse the least

decoration. Least’s packaging consumes less materials to

have the least waste. Least’s manufacturing is made from 

ess chemical processes to harm being the least. And this is

who we are, Least Studio.



   ‘CUTTING MAT COLLECTION’ made from the new innovation of natural rubber

that we invented and developed a unique formula and new features. To support

sharpen cutter and prevent cutting l ike the nature of normal cutting mat.

But still have the soft touch skin, can be folded, roll and sewing like fabric.

   This new material is also waterproof, UV resistant and has no pollution of rubber

smell like ordinary rubber which is a new alternative of material. That if we choose

not to use genuine leather to be a resource that has a life. But we also feature

a durable, nice touch and maintain simple. This will be another alternative of

interesting material of the world.

   By looking at architectural working routines, an architect tool like CUTTING MAT

inspired us to widen the constraint of its standard use. From a tool to lifestyle

products. Presented cut-proof material containing natural rubber as its main

ingredient functions as fabric.

OUR MATERIAL

What’s it?  How it’s good?

CUTTING MAT 

THE INNOVATIVE OF CUTTING MAT



OUR PACKAGING

Our  packaging is  des igned for  user  reusable.  Fol lowing

the concept of “Least Studio’ that designed to excuse the least

decoration. Least’s packaging consumes less materials to have

the least waste. Least’s manufacturing is made from less

chemical processes to harm being the least.

Cotton bag : Reusable drawstring bag

TYVEX : The water resists paper that

               durable and eco-friendly.



DEMARK AWARDS 2016 



TALENT THAI, WINNING 2017 | DITP

Been selected to be one of “Young Thai Designers” in Talent Thai & Designers’room 

2017 by DITP (Department of International Trade Promotion), Thailand.



www.leaststudio.com

ATLEAST CORPORATION CO.,LTD.

657/144 Charansanitwong soi 41 , Charansanitwong rd.,

ArunAmarin , Bangkoknoi Bangkok 10700 , Thailand.

TEL : +66 841 341 432  /  +66 851 624 006

E-mail : management@leaststudio.com
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